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Our Brand Promise

We make it easy.

Signage
Sitemax Advertising & Safety Signage provides 
clear brand message and consistent quality 
solution for the construction industry.

Containment
Sitemax supply a range of environmental 
containment products that are designed and 
engineered for the construction/industrial 
maintenance industry.

Scaffold
Sitemax manufacture, import and wholesale 
steel scaffolding, scaffold encapsulation 
products and industry accessories and 
supply to scaffolding companies and major 
construction projects throughout Australia. 

We pride ourselves on providing a complete 
solution to the scaffolding industry, at a 
competitive price.
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Sitemax offers a complete product range of containment products and fixings 
for applications ranging from small to large scale projects.

Scafclad containment sheeting is a heavy-duty reinforced HDPE sheeting that is 
designed and manufactured for use on scaffolding.

CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES:

 Provides complete weather protection on site and allows work to progress safely in all conditions.

 Unlike Shadecloth, with containment sheeting, 100% containment is possible, giving greater 
environmental protection than other materials.

 Sheeting is aesthetically pleasing, making it ideal for temporary containment partitions in high traffic 
areas like shopping centres.

 Ideal for outside applications in Australian weather conditions.

 Available in a Flame Retardant version which is tested to meet British Standards, for applications where FR 
material is specified.

 The toggle tie fixing system is designed to be self-sacrificing under high wind loads, reducing the 
potential for failure and collapse of scaffolding in extreme conditions.

 Proven, durable lightweight product with many applications.

 Scafclad Containment Sheeting is the modern approach to all your site containment needs.

 Ideally suited for lead paint & asbestos removal projects.

Considering all the above, the Scafclad system has 100’s of uses in the Construction, 
Protective Coating & Demolition industries, making containment quick, simple and reliable.

SCAFCLAD
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DustcladTM

150gsm light duty, all purpose 
containment sheeting. Ideal for light 

duty or single use.

ScafcladTM FlameX
215gsm Strong, opaque white 
sheeting with Flame Retardant 
properties. The safety benefits 

of a flame retardant containment 
product make this the logical choice 
for a wide range of industries such 

as oil refineries, industrial plants and 
construction sites. 

ScafcladTM FlameX HD
260gsm heavier, stronger sheeting 
suitable for applications where more 
is required from the sheeting, such 

as industrial containment.

Accessories -  with fixing buttons, toggle ties, tape and zippers you have a 
complete Environmental Containment system

Description Part no.

2m x 45m Dustclad 150gsm SCP-15-245

3m x 45m Dustclad 150gsm SCP-15-345

4m x 45m Dustclad 150gsm SCP-15-445

2m x 45m Scafclad FlameX 215gsm SCP-F20-245

3m x 45m Scafclad FlameX 215gsm SCP-F20-345

4m x 45m Scafclad FlameX 215gsm SCP-F20-445

2m x 45m Scafclad FlameX HD 260gsm SCP-F26-245

4m x 45m Scafclad FlameX HD 260gsm SCP-F26-445

Containment Sheeting

SCAFCLAD

Tested to AS1530.2

Can be slit or joined to any length or width. Common cut 
sizes are 1m x 45m and 4m x 22.5m long.
Ask us to cut length in half to reduce weight per roll and 
reduce risk of back injury.
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DustcladTM

DustcladTM

Rating = 7

ScafcladTM FlameX

Rating = 1

ScafcladTM FlameX

ScafcladTM FlameX HD

Rating = 1

ScafcladTM FlameX HD

FR RATINGS

SCAFCLAD
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Heritage building 
refurbishment

Bridge repair works

Custom roof works

CUSTOM APPLICATIONS
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Ship repair works

Temporary blast or 
spray booth

Custom applications for Scafclad 
- container shelter

Large scale refinery

CUSTOM APPLICATIONS

Bridge repair works
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ScafcladTM sheeting can be cut, welded, rope-edged and more. Combined 
with sail tracking makes custom installation jobs easy.

Welding
100% tear resistant welded joins 
can be made in all types of Scafclad 
containment sheeting.

Rope Edge and Tracking
Rope edging available in all types of 
sheeting, and a unique tracking profile 
guarantees an even loading across the 
rope edged sheeting.

2m x 45m Scafclad 
Double rows of eyelets top 
and bottom, single band in 
the middle of sheet

3m x 45m Scafclad 
Double rows of eyelets top 
and bottom, single bands 
1m in

4m x 45m Scafclad 
Double rows of eyelets top 
and bottom, single bands 
1.4m in

Eyelet Banding on Containment Sheeting rolls. All rolls have reinforced bands running the entire 
length, with eyelets at intervals of 100mm along these bands. Eyelets are only penetrated where a 
fixing tie is used making the whole system as waterproof as possible.

Custom Options

CUSTOM OPTIONS
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Option for Fire Retardant Environmental 
Encapsulation incorporated with certified scaffold 
containment for falling objects.

CUSTOM OPTIONS

ScafcladTM sheeting can be digitally printed, branding your site like you would with bannermesh or shadecloth. 
Ask us for more information 1800 007 557

Digital Printing

Zippers make quick access doors and ventilation windows.
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Fixing the Sheeting

Dust Proofing Weather Proofing

Joining Buttons

INSTALLATION

During high wind loading, ties will stretch to reduce 
the stress of jarring on the sheeting eyelets. The 
ties are self sacrificing and are designed to allow 
the containment sheeting to break away in the 

event of excessive wind force on the scaffolding.
Any scaffolding that is to have sheeting 
installed must be engineered and built to 
withstand the 100% wind resistance of 

containment sheeting.

Containment sheeting is designed to be fixed using the elastic toggle ties. Attached 
correctly, elastic ties are loose when in calm weather & stretch with the force of the wind.

Installation is best carried out with toggle ties, instead of cable ties.  
There are two main reasons for this :
1- Toggle ties spread the load across a wider area, helping prevent tearing under load

2-  Unlike cable ties, toggle ties have elasticity, minimizing shock loading on the 
containment sheeting and on the scaffolding.

Lower sheets overlap 
upper sheets to prevent dust 

escaping. For 100% encapsulation 
joints are to be taped.

Upper sheets overlap 
lower sheets to prevent rain 

entering when used for weather 
protection.

Simple yet strong buttons ensure a firm 
mechanical join between sheeting.

Double Sided Tape

For more complete encapsulation, applying double 
sided tape between joins will improve the seal
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FIXINGS

Part no. SCF200

Part no. SCZ301

Part no. SCF202

Part no. SCF203

Part no. SCF081

Part no. SCF201

Joining Screw Buttons 

Door Entry HD Zippers  

Elastic Fixing Ties 

Elastic Fixing Ties 

MaxproTM Double Sided Sealing 
Tape 50mm x 50m

Joining Buttons Male & Female

Pkt of 100

Pkt of 2 including knife

Pkt of 100 Pkt of 100
10pkts/ctn

Pkt of 100
10pkts/ctn

Description Part no.

300mm x 4.8mm 
Black 100pkts/ctn

SCF108-B

370mm x 7.6mm 
Black 50pkts/ctn 

SCF116-B

MaxproTM Cable Ties 

More sizes avialable, enquire now!

Part no. SCF272

White Thread for CF270 
1400m L

Part no. SCF270

Portable Single Thread Stitching 
Machine 
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ShrinkcladTM is made up from a polymer 
plastic film which shrinks when heat is 
applied. Also known as shrinkwrap or 
shrink film, this product makes seamless 
containment possible. ShrinkcladTM will 
shrink tightly over the scaffolding or other 
items it is covering. Sitemax supplies the 
full system including the film, hand held 
heat gun for installation and joining tapes 
also used for patching small holes.

Description Part no.
154um Clear UV Film 4mx46m SCW-C15-446

203um White UV Film 6mx30m SCW-W20-630

203um White UV Film 9.6mx30m SCW-W20-930

203um White UV Film 12.2mx30m SCW-W20-1230

ShrinkcladTM

SITEMAX SHRINKLCADTM

SHRINKCLAD
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Part no. SCWWT48

Part no. SCW050

Part no. SCWWT144Part no. SCWWT96

Part no. SCW200

ShrinkcladTM White Tape 
48mm x 55m 

Shrinkfast 998 Heat Tool,
Regulator + Hose 

ShrinkcladTM White Tape
144mm x 55m 

ShrinkcladTM White Tape
96mm x 55m

4’ Extension for Shrinkfast
998 Heat Tool

SHRINKCLAD ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES

Descripiton Part no.

Scaffold grade cloth available in  
various colours including 
Flame Retardent white.

CONTACT US

Descripiton Part no.

Auto load retractable knife 
- HD all purpose knife

STC 221

Blades to suit pk/10 STC 222

Scaffolding protection products will extend the life of containment sheeting; following are a few of these items.

Also available is a complete range of Scaffolding Belts, Frogs and 
Tools. Pictured is our complete Scaffolders tool kit.

Part no. SSM101

Scaffold Tag Value Kit includes 
20 Inserts, 10 Holders + 1 Pen

Part no. SSS211 Part no. SSS210

Tube End Caps

500 250

Tube End / Fittings Caps 

Part no. SSS221

Maxpro Fittings Thread Caps

1000

We can sew, join, slit edge to make the perfect size 
shade sheet for your application.

Part no. SSS263

35

1.0m Scaffoam 

Part no. SSS205YW

Scaffold Joint Protector 



Visit our website:  
sitemax.com.au to:
See our complete range of products and services.
Download free technical product information.
Subscribe to our email for special offers and more.

      

Order a catalogue:
Keep a copy handy for easy ordering.

Contact us:
�Our friendly customer service team are ready to help,  

from 7am–5pm AEST weekdays.

SITEMAX GROUP PTY LTD

HEAD OFFICE 15 Dennis Little Drive, Glanmire, QLD 4570 P 07 5489 0600

BRISBANE 161 Railway Parade, Thorneside, QLD 4158 P 07 3185 0150

SYDNEY 10 Edward Street, Riverstone, NSW 2765 P 02 9160 6655

1800 007 557

 www.sitemax.com.au

sales@sitemax.com.aue
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